The study of complex variables is important for students in engineering and the physical sciences and is a central subject in mathematics. In addition to being mathematically elegant, complex variables provide a powerful tool for solving problems that are either very difficult or virtually impossible to solve in any other way.
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Preface
The study of complex variables is beautiful from a purely mathematical point of view and provides a powerful tool for solving a wide array of problems arising in applications. It is perhaps surprising that to explain real phenomena, mathematicians, scientists, and engineers often resort to the "complex plane." In fact, using complex variables one can solve many problems that are either very difficult or virtually impossible to solve by other means. The text provides a broad treatment of both the fundamentals and the applications of this subject. This text can be used in an introductory one-or two-semester undergraduate course. Alternatively, it can be used in a beginning graduate level course and as a reference. Indeed, Part I provides an introduction to the study of complex variables. It also contains a number of applications, which include evaluation of integrals, methods of solution to certain ordinary and partial differential equations, and the study of ideal fluid flow. In addition, Part I develops a suitable foundation for the more advanced material in Part II. Part II contains the study of conformal mappings, asymptotic evaluation of integrals, the socalled Riemann-Hilbert and DBAR problems, and many of their applications. In fact, applications are discussed throughout the book. Our point of view is that students are motivated and enjoy learning the material when they can relate it to applications.
To aid the instructor, we have denoted with an asterisk certain sections that are more advanced. These sections can be read independently or can be skipped. We also note that each of the chapters in Part II can be read independently. Every effort has been made to make this book self-contained. Thus advanced students using this text will have the basic material at their disposal without dependence on other references.
We realize that many of the topics presented in this book are not usually covered in complex variables texts. This includes the study of ordinary Riemann-Hilbert problems. Actually some of these topics, when studied at all, are only included in advanced graduate level courses. However, we believe that these topics arise so frequently in applications that early exposure is vital. It is fortunate that it is indeed possible to present this material in such a way that it can be understood with only the foundation presented in the introductory chapters of this book. We are indebted to our families, who have endured all too many hours of our absence. We are thankful to B. Fast and C. Smith for an outstanding job of word processing the manuscript and to B. Fast, who has so capably used mathematical software to verify many formulae and produce figures.
Several colleagues helped us with the preparation of this book. B. Herbst made many suggestions and was instrumental in the development of the computational section. C. Schober, L. Luo, and L. Glasser worked with us on many of the exercises. J. Meiss and C. Schober taught from early versions of the manuscript and made valuable suggestions.
David Benney encouraged us to write this book and we extend our deep
